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Abstract. Using a variant of the Euler–Maruyama scheme for stochastic functional dif-
ferential equations with bounded memory driven by Brownian motion we show that only
weak one-sided local Lipschitz (or “monotonicity”) conditions are sufficient for local ex-
istence and uniqueness of strong solutions. In case of explosion the method yields the
maximal solution up to the explosion time. We also provide a weak growth condition
which prevents explosions to occur. In an appendix we formulate and prove four lem-
mas which may be of independent interest: three of them can be viewed as rather general
stochastic versions of Gronwall’s Lemma, the final one provides tail bounds for Hölder
norms of stochastic integrals.
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1 Introduction
There is by now a rather comprehensive mathematical literature on the mathe-
matical theory and on applications of stochastic functional (or delay) differential
equations driven by Brownian motion. Existence and uniqueness of global solu-
tions have been established under global Lipschitz conditions on the coefficients
(e.g. [10]) or under local Lipschitz and linear growth conditions (e.g. [9, 12]).
On the other hand it is common knowledge for non-delay (stochastic) differential
equations that only one-sided Lipschitz conditions are sufficient for local existence
of solutions. This distinction becomes particularly relevant in infinite dimensions
where the drift in (stochastic) evolution equations is unbounded and discontinuous
in almost all interesting cases but nevertheless satisfies a one-sided Lipschitz. i.e.
“monotonicity/dissipativity” condition, cf. e.g. [11]. In this paper we show that
monotonicity of the coefficients guarantees local existence of solutions to delay
equations with bounded memory, thereby closing a systematic gap in the existing
literature.
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We choose the classical framework of the space of continuous functions as a nat-
ural state space of the equation. Note that, due to the absence of an inner product
on this space, the right formulation of monotonicity is not obvious in this case. The
proposed condition (M) below fits well to our needs, since it recovers the classical
monotonicity condition for the non-delay case as a limit and yet is weak enough
to cover a rather big set of equations.
In our proof we define a specific Euler–Maruyama scheme, which is generally
a very powerful tool in the Markovian case [1, 6, 7]. Other variants have been
treated for the numerical simulation of stochastic delay equations under Lipschitz
conditions in e.g. [4, 5, 8] and most recently [3]. We point out that our method
yields an approximation in the strong sense even in the case of an explosion. In
particular our proof below shows how the explosion time can be recovered numer-
ically, which seems to be a question typically neglected in the literature.
As for the proofs, note that the left hand side of condition (M) is quite weak
w.r.t. the C 0-norm. As a consequence the standard two-step Burkholder–Davis–
Gundy and Gronwall argument cannot be applied to obtain the crucial contraction
estimates. We overcome this difficulty by what we call stochastic Gronwall lem-
mas and which are presented in the appendix. We think that they may be of inde-
pendent interest. These lemmas are also crucial for the global existence assertion
which holds under a rather familiar growth (or “coercivity”, [11]) condition (C),
which is again weak in the C 0-topology.
2 Set up and main results
For r > 0, let C denote the space of continuous Rd -valued functions on Œ r; 0
endowed with the sup-norm k k. For a function or a processX defined on Œt  r; t 
we write Xt .s/ WD X.t C s/, s 2 Œ r; 0. Consider the stochastic functional
differential equation ´
dX.t/ D f .Xt / dt C g.Xt / dW.t/;
X0 D ';
(2.1)
where W is an Rm-valued Brownian motion defined on a complete probability
space .;F ;P / with the augmented Brownian filtration
F Wt D  .W.u/; 0  u  t / _N  F ;
whereN denotes the null-sets in F , ' is an .F Wt /-independent C -valued random
variable and f WC ! Rd , gWC ! Rdm are continuous maps.
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We will suppose throughout this work the following monotonicity assumption
on f and g:
For each compact subset C  C , there exists a number KC and some rC 2
.0; r such that for all x; y 2 C with x.s/ D y.s/8 s 2 Œ r; rC 
2 hf .x/   f .y/; x.0/   y.0/i C jjjg.x/   g.y/jjj2  KC kx   yk2;
(M)
where h ; i denotes the standard inner product on Rd and jjjM jjj2 D tr.MM /
for M 2 Rdm.
As an example in d D 1 take f .x/ D '.PNiD1wi x.ti //, where ti 2 Œ r; 0,
wi  0, i D 1; : : : ; N , and ' 2 C.R/ is a non-increasing continuous (not
necessarily Lipschitz) function, e.g. '.s/ D  sign.s/pjsj and g locally Lips-
chitz on C . Another example is f D f1 C f2 C f3 with f1 locally Lipschitz
on C , f2.x/ D
R  r0
 r  .x.s//k.s/ ds for some 0 < r0 < r , k;  2 C.R/ and
f3.x/ D '.x.0// with ' 2 C.R/ non-increasing as above.
Our first result is a local existence and uniqueness statement for solutions to
(2.1) for which we recall some basic notions. Given any filtration .Ft / on , an
.Ft /-stopping time  W! R0 is called predictable if there exists a sequence of
(“announcing”) stopping times n such that n <  and n %  P -almost surely.
A tupleX D .X; / of a predictable stopping time  and a mapX W.Œ r; 0[
Œ0; // ! Rd is called a local .Ft /-semimartingale up to time  starting from
' 2 C , if X0 D ' holds P -almost surely and for any (announcing) stopping time
n <  , the process .Xn.t//t0 with Xn.t/ D X.t ^ n/ is an Rd -valued
.Ft /-adapted semimartingale.
Definition 2.1 (Local Solution). Let Ft D F Wt _ .'/. A local .Ft /-semimartin-
gale .X; / up to a predictable stopping time  is called a local strong solution to
equation (2.1) if X0 D ' and for any stopping time n <  and any t  0
X.t ^ n/ D X.0/C
Z t^n
0
f .Xu/ duC
Z t^n
0
g.Xu/ dW.u/ P -a.s.
The pair .X; / is called maximal strong solution if in addition .Xt / eventually
leaves any compact set K  C for t !  , P -almost surely on ¹ <1º; i.e.
P
 ¹9 a compact set K  C and ti %  s.t. Xti 2 Kº \ ¹ <1º D 0:
Theorem 2.2. Equation (2.1) admits a unique maximal strong solution .X; / pro-
vided (M) holds.
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Theorem 2.3. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 let f and g be
bounded on bounded subsets of C and let the pair .f; g/ be weakly coercive in
the sense that there exists a non-decreasing function W Œ0;1/! .0;1/ such thatR1
0 1=.u/ du D1 and for all x 2 C
2 hf .x/; x.0/i C jjjg.x/jjj2  .kxk2/: (C)
Then X is globally defined, i.e.  D1 P -almost surely.
3 Proof of Theorem 2.2
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on an iteration of Lemma 3.1 below, which
requires some auxiliary notation. For ˆ  C and R > 0 let
Cˆ;R D
®
 2 C ˇˇ 9' 2 ˆ; r0 2 Œ0; r W .u/ D '.uC r0/; u 2 . r; r0;
k   '.0/k1=4IŒ r0;0  R
¯  C ;
where
kk˛IŒa;b D sup
au<vb
 j.v/   .u/j=.v   u/˛C sup
aub
j.u/j
denotes the Hölder-˛-norm on C.Œa; b;Rd /, ˛ 2 .0; 1/.
Note that Cˆ;R is compact in C provided ˆ is.
Below we drop the subscript ˆ whenever this causes no confusion.
Lemma 3.1. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 2.2 assume there is a com-
pact subset ˆ  C such that ' 2 ˆ P -almost surely. For R > 0, let rR D rC be
the constant appearing in (M) for choosing C D Cˆ;R. Then there exists a stop-
ping time 0 < R  rR and a unique (up to indistinguishability) .Ft /-adapted
process X.t/, t 2 Œ0; R such that Xt 2 CR for all t 2 Œ0; R which solves (2.1)
up to time R. Moreover,
kX./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;R 
R
2
P -a.s. on ¹R < rR º: (3.1)
Proof. The proof is inspired by the arguments for finite dimensional monotone
SDEs in [7], cf. e.g. [11]. For n 2 N, we define an Euler-like approximation to
(2.1) with step size 1
n
by´
dXn.t/ D f .Xnt / dt C g.Xnt / dW.t/;
Xn0 D ';
(3.2)
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where we define X
n
s ./ 2 C , s  0, by
X
n
s .u/ D Xn
 
.s C u/ ^ bnsc
n

; u 2 Œ r; 0:
Equation (3.2) admits a global in time solution via the recursion Xn0 D ' and
Xn.t/ D Xn  bntc
n
C Z t
bntc=n
f
 
X
n
s

ds C
Z t
bntc=n
g
 
X
n
s

dW.s/:
The process t 7! Xn.t/ is adapted and continuous, hence
t 7! pnt ./ WD Xnt ./  Xnt ./; t  0;
defines an adapted C -valued process (which is càdlàg). With this, (3.2) is equiva-
lent to Xn0 D ' and
Xn.t/ D '.0/C
Z t
0
f .Xns C pns / ds C
Z t
0
g.Xns C pns / dW.s/:
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the set ˆ has the property that
0 2 ˆ and  2 ˆ; s 2 Œ r; 0/ implies that the function u 7! .u ^ s/; u 2 Œ r; 0
also belongs to ˆ. Then, Xnt 2 CR implies Xnt 2 CR, hence pnt 2 eCR D
¹1   2 j i 2 CRº provided
t  nR WD inf¹t > 0 j Xnt … CRº:
Since eCR  C is again compact,e.R/ D sup
x2eCR kxk <1 (3.3)
and the continuity of f and g ensures that
C1.R/ WD sup
x2eCR¹jf .x/j C jjjg.x/jjjº <1: (3.4)
Fix n;m 2 N and let 0   be a finite stopping time. Then, by Itô’s formula,
jXn./  Xm./j2
D 2
Z 
0
hXn.u/  Xm.u/;  g.Xnu C pnu/   g.Xmu C pmu / dW.u/i
C
Z 
0
2hf .Xnu C pnu/   f .Xmu C pmu /; Xn.u/  Xm.u/i du
C
Z t
0
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
g.Xnu C pnu/   g.Xmu C pmu /
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2 du:
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In order to use condition (M), note that by construction for s > 0 and s C u  0
X
m
s .u/ D Xns .u/ D '.s C u/:
Hence, together with (3.3) and (3.4), the sum of the du-integrals on the r.h.s. can
be estimated from above byZ 
0
 
2hf .Xnu C pnu/   f .Xmu C pmu /; pmu .0/   pnu.0/i
C KR
Xnu C pnu   .Xmu C pmu /2 du

Z 
0
 
4C1.R/
 jpnu.0/j C jpmu .0/j
C 4KR
 pnu2 C pmu 2C 2KRXnu  Xmu 2 du

Z 
0

4C1.R/C 4KRe.R/ pnuC pmu 
C 2KR sup
v2Œ0;u
jXn.v/  Xm.v/j2 du
provided   mR ^ nR ^ rR DW . Lemma 5.4 applies to Z.s/ WD jXn.s ^ /  
Xm.s ^ /j2 with
M.s/ WD 2
Z s^
0
hXn.u/  Xm.u/;  g.Xnu C pnu/   g.Xmu C pmu / dW.u/i;
H.s/ D
Z s^
0

4C1.R/C 4K.R/e.R/ pnuC pmu  du
and T D rR .
Once we have shown that some moment of H.T / WD sup0sT H.s/ con-
verges to 0 as n;m!1, Lemma 5.4 implies that for all " > 0,
lim
m;n!1P
®
sup
s2Œ0;mR^nR^rR 
jXm.s/  Xn.s/j  "¯ D 0: (3.5)
Since H.T / is bounded uniformly in !; n;m, it suffices to show that H.T /
converges to zero in probability as m; n!1 which can be verified as follows:
pns .u/ D
´
0; u   r; uC s  bnsc
n
  R sCubnsc=n f .Xnt / dt   R sCubnsc=n g.Xnt / dW.t/; uC s  bnscn ; u  0
implies
kpns k  supbnsc=nts
ˇˇˇZ t
bnsc=n
f .X
n
u/ du
ˇˇˇ
C sup
bnsc=nts
ˇˇˇZ t
bnsc=n
g.X
n
u/ dW.u/
ˇˇˇ
;
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and hence – since f and g are bounded on CR –
E 1¹nRsºkpns k ! 0 as n!1; uniformly in Œ0; rR:
Therefore, EH.T / converges to 0 and (3.5) follows.
By definition of X
m
this also yields
lim
m;n!1P
®
sup
s2Œ0;mR^nR^rR 
kXms  Xns k  "
¯ D 0: (3.6)
Since f; g are uniformly continuous on the compact set CR,
lim
m;n!1P
®
sup
s2Œ0;mR^nR^rR 
®jf .Xms / f .Xns /j_ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇg.Xms / g.Xns /ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ¯  "¯ D 0:
(3.7)
To further improve this statement, we apply Lemma 5.5 to
Xn.s ^ mR ^ nR ^ rR /  Xm.s ^ mR ^ nR ^ rR /
D
s^mR^nR^rRZ
0
.F n   Fm/.u/ dZ.u/;
where for simplicity we write
Z.u/ D .u;W.u// 2 RmC1; F n.u/ D  f .Xnu/; g.Xnu/:
Together with (3.7) this allows to conclude that for all " > 0
lim
m;n!1P
®Xm./  Xn./
1=4IŒ0;mR^nR^rR   "
¯ D 0: (3.8)
Let us select a subsequence, which will again be denoted by Xn such that
P
®Xk.:/  X l.:/
1=4IŒ0;kR^ lR^rR   2
 .l^k/¯  2 .l^k/; (3.9)
and define
R D lim inf
n!1 
n
R:
Due to (3.9), there is an .Ft /-adapted process X defined in Œ0; R/ \ Œ0; rR  to
whichXn converges P -almost surely locally in C 1=4.Œ0; R/\ Œ0; rR IRd /. From
(3.2), (3.5) and (3.7) and the continuity of f and g we infer that X must be a
solution to equation (2.1) on Œ0; R/ \ Œ0; rR /.
We remark that R > 0 almost surely, which can be seen as follows. For any
" > 0, using (3.9) we choose n0 such that the set
A D
°
!
ˇˇˇ
sup
kn0
Xn0./  Xk./
1=4IŒ0;kR^n0R ^rR  <
R
2
±
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satisfies P .A/  1   ". From Xn0s ./ D '..s C / ^ 0/ 2 ˆ for s 2 Œ0; 1n0 , using
Lemma 5.5 for the SDE (3.2) solved by Xn0 , it follows that

n0
R=2
WD inf
°
t  0
ˇˇˇ
kXn0./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t  R
2
±
^ rR
is strictly positive. By construction of A it holds on A that nR ^ rR  n0R=2 ^ rR
for all n  n0, hence in particular R > 0.
Next, we show that almost surely one of the two following events occurs:
¹R  rR º or
®
R < rR
¯ \ ° sup
t<R
kX./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t  3R
4
±
: (3.10)
In case ¹R  rR º, using (2.1) for X./ on Œ0; rR / and the uniform boundedness
of the coefficients on CR we may extend X./ on the closed interval Œ0; rR  by
setting
X.rR / WD X.0/C
Z rR
0
f .Xs/ ds C
Z rR
0
g.Xs/ dW.s/:
Together with (3.10) for
R WD inf
°
t 2 Œ0; R/ \ Œ0; rR  j kX./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t 
R
2
±
^ rR
this gives a well-defined process t 7! X.t/ for t 2 Œ0; R which solves (2.1) up
to time R in the sense of Definition 2.1. Moreover, (3.1) holds by construction.
To prove (3.10) we show that the set
B WD ¹R < rR º \
°
sup
t<R
kX./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t < 3R
4
±
:
has vanishing P -measure. Assume the contrary, i.e. P .B/ D p > 0. Then by
(3.9) and the definition of R we find some n0 2 N such that P .A/ > p2 , where
A WD
8<: supkn0
Xn0./  Xk./
1=4IŒ0;kR^n0R ^rR  <
R
16
I
infnn0 nR < rR I supt<R kX./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t < 3R4
9=; :
We show that in fact P .A/ D 0. To this aim note that w.l.o.g. we may assume that
Xn converges to X locally in C 1=4.Œ0; R// and
Œ0; rR ^ mR  3 t 7! kXm./k1=4IŒ0;t
is continuous for allm 2 N, for all ! 2 A, where the latter is again a consequence
of Lemma 5.5. Now for ! 2 A choose m D m.!/  n0 such that mR < rR . Let
mR WD inf
®
t  0 j kXm./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t  R
¯  mR ;
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then by continuity m
7R=8
< m
15R=16
 nR for all n  n0, hence m7R=8 < R.
Again by continuity,
sup
t<m
7R=8
kXn./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t  3R
4
for all n  n0 satisfying nR > m7R=8. In view of the convergence of Xn to X in
C 1=4Œ0; m
7R=8
 for n!1 this yields a contradiction to
sup
t<R
kX./   '.0/k1=4IŒ0;t < 3R
4
:
Hence A D ; almost surely which proves (3.10).
To show uniqueness of a local solution, assume X and QX are two solutions
defined up to a stopping time Q  R. Applying Itô’s formula to the square of the
norm of the difference of the solutions and using condition (M), Lemma 5.2 (with
C D 0) shows that the solutions agree on Œ0; Q almost surely.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First we remark that it is sufficient to prove both the exis-
tence and uniqueness assertion of the theorem under the stronger assumption that
P .' 2 ˆ/ D 1 for any fixed compact subset ˆ  C . In fact, since any probability
measure on the Polish space C is tight, in both cases the general statement follows
by approximation in P -measure by initial conditions 'n D 1ˆn.'/  ', where e.g.
the compact subsets ˆn  C are chosen such that P .' 62 ˆn/  1n .
The proof of the existence statement is based on iterative use of Lemma 3.1.
Recall for R > 0, rR denotes the constant rC in condition (M) when C D Cˆ;R.
We may assume w.l.o.g. that the function R 7! rR is non-increasing and we may
select a sequence R.k/ %1, k 2 N, such that PkrR.k/ D1.
Lemma 3.1 with ˆ DW ˆ.1/ and R WD R.1/ for initial condition ' DW '.1/ 2
ˆ.1/ guarantees the existence of a process t 7! X.t/ DW X .1/.t/, t 2 Œ0;  .1/,
with an F-stopping time  .1/ WD R.1/  rR.1/ which is a local solution to (2.1)
on Œ0;  .1//.
Next we may apply Lemma 3.1 to the same equation (2.1), now in the situation
when R and W are chosen to be R.2/ and W .2/t D W. .1/ C t /   W. .1// on
.;F ;P / respectively, with F .2/t D F W .2/t _ N  F , .t  0/, and F .2/ -
independent initial condition '.2/ WD X .1/
.1/
2 Cˆ;R1 DW ˆ.2/. This yields an
F .2/ -stopping time Q .2/  rR.2/ and a process t 7! QX .2/, Œ0; Q .2/, solving (2.1)
on t 2 Œ0; Q .2//. (Note that here we have used the simple fact that CCˆ;R1 ;R2 D
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Cˆ;R2 for R2  R1.) Hence, by continuation
t 7! X .2/.t/ D
´
X .1/.t/ if t 2 Œ r;  .1/
QX .2/.t    .1// if t 2 . .1/;  .1/ C Q .2/
we obtain an F-adapted process which is a local solution to equation (2.1) up to
the F-stopping time  .2/ D  .1/ C Q .2/ in the sense of Definition 2.1.
For general n this construction is repeated inductively, furnishing a local solu-
tion .X; / to equation (2.1) in the sense of Definition 2.1 where
 D lim
n!1 
.n/:
To prove that .X; / is maximal using the continuity of f and g it suffices to
prove that the set
† D ® sup
t2Œ0;Œ
.jf .Xt /j _ jjjg.Xt /jjj/ <1
¯ \ ® <1¯ (3.11)
has zero P -measure. Now from the second statement in Lemma 3.1, from the
construction of X and from the property
P
k rR.k/ D1 it follows that
sup
s2Œ0;Œ
kX./  X. .k 1//k1=4IŒ0;s  R
.k/
2
P -a.s.
for infinitely many k 2 N on ¹ <1º, i.e.
P .†/ D P

 <1I sup
s2Œ0;/
.jf .Xs/j _ jjjg.Xs/jjj/ <1I
sup
s2Œ0;/
kX./k1=4IŒ0;s D1

:
Since X solves (2.1), due to e.g. Lemma 5.5, the r.h.s. is zero.
As for the uniqueness statement let .Y; / be another maximal solution with
an associated sequence of announcing stopping times  .n/. The construction of X
above yields a sequence of announcing stopping times  .n/ for  and compact sets
Cn  C such that Xt^.n/ 2 Cn. Hence, by the same argument as in the proof
of Lemma 3.1 one obtains thatX.n/^.n/^ and Y.n/^.n/^ are indistinguishable.
Moreover, the maximality of the pair .Y; / implies that  .n/ <  for all n 2 N,
i.e.    almost surely. Conversely, the maximality of  implies  > n, i.e.
   , which completes the proof.
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4 Proof of Theorem 2.3
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let .X; / be the maximal strong solution of equation (2.1).
We want to show that  D 1 almost surely. Since f and g are bounded on
bounded subsets of C , it follows from (3.11) that lim supt% jX.t/j D 1 almost
surely on the set ¹ <1º. For a stopping time 0   <  , Itô’s formula implies
that
X2./  X2.0/ D
Z
0
2hf .Xu/; X.u/i C jjjg.Xu/jjj2 du
C 2
Z
0
hX.u/; g.Xu/ dW.u/i

Z
0
.kXuk2/ duCM./;
whereM is a continuous local martingale. Applying Lemma 5.1 toZ.t/ WD X2.t/
finishes the proof.
5 Appendix
We start by proving three lemmas which could be called stochastic Gronwall lem-
mas. We use them in the proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. Then we prove a result
about the tails of Hölder norms of stochastic integrals which we owe to Steffen
Dereich (TU Berlin). We believe that all these results are of independent inter-
est. In all lemmas, we assume that a filtered probability space .;F ; .Ft /t0;P /
is given and that it satisfies the usual conditions. Throughout, we will use the
notation Z.T / D sup0tT Z.t/ for a real-valued process Z.
Lemma 5.1. Let  > 0 be a stopping time and let Z be an adapted non-negative
stochastic process with continuous paths defined on Œ0; / which satisfies the in-
equality
Z.t/ 
Z t
0
.Z.u// duCM.t/C C;
and limt" Z.t/ D 1 on ¹ < 1º almost surely. Here, C  0 and M is a
continuous local martingale defined on Œ0; /, M.0/ D 0 and W Œ0;1/! .0;1/
is non-decreasing, and
R1
0 1=.u/ du D1. Then  D1 almost surely.
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Proof. Let Y be the unique (maximal) solution of the equation
Y.t/ D
Z t
0
.Y .u// duCM.t/C C:
Clearly, Y.t/  Z.t/ for all t for which Y is defined and therefore it suffices to
prove the claim for Y instead ofZ. For a > C , define a WD inf¹t  0 jY.t/  aº.
For C < a < b and ı > 0 we get
P¹b   a  ı jFaº  P
®
b a  ı.b/C sup
t2Œa;b^.aCı/
M.t/ M.a/
ˇˇ
Fa
¯
on the set ¹a <1º. Note that on ¹a <1º we have
M.t/  M.a/  Y.t/   Y.a/   .t   a/.b/   a   ı.b/ (5.1)
for a  t  b ^ .a C ı/ since Y is non-negative. For
 WD inf¹t  a jM.t/  M.a/  b   a   ı.b/º ^ b ^ .a C ı/
we therefore get
0 D E.M./  M.a/ j Fa/  .b   a   ı.b//p   .aC ı.b//.1   p/;
where p WD P¹M./  M.a/  b   a   ı.b/ jFaº. Hence
P
°
b   a  ı
ˇˇˇ
Fa
±
 p  aC ı.b/
b
on ¹a <1º: (5.2)
Fix a > C . Then
 D a C
1X
kD1
 
2ka   2k 1a

:
We show that the sum diverges almost surely. To ease notation, we write k instead
of 2ka. For ık > 0, k 2 N, (5.2) implies that
P¹k   k 1  ık j Fk 1º 
1
2
  ık .2
ka/
2ka
on the set ¹k 1 <1º. Now
 
1X
kD1
.k   k 1/ 
1X
kD1
ık1¹k k 1ıkº: (5.3)
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We choose
ık WD 1
4
2ka
.2ka/
; k 2 N:
Since  is non-decreasing we have
1X
kD1
ık  1
4
Z 1
2a
1
.u/
du D1
and
P¹k   k 1  ık j Fk 1º 
1
4
on ¹k 1 <1º:
It follows (e.g. from Kolmogorov’s three series theorem) that the right hand side
of (5.3) diverges on the set ¹k < 1 for all k 2 Nº. On the complement of this
set,  is also infinite, i.e. the proof of the lemma is complete.
While the previous lemma was concerned with non-blow up of Z, the follow-
ing lemma shows that Z remains small in case the initial condition is small. In
principle we could formulate the following lemma also using a function  as in the
previous one but we prefer not to in order to obtain a reasonably explicit formula
for moments of Z.T /.
Lemma 5.2. LetZ be an adapted non-negative stochastic process with continuous
paths defined on Œ0;1/ which satisfies the inequality
Z.t/  K
Z t
0
Z.u/ duCM.t/C C;
where C  0, K > 0 and M is a continuous local martingale with M.0/ D 0.
Then for each 0 < p < 1, there exist universal finite constants c1.p/; c2.p/
(not depending on K;C; T and M ) such that
E.Z.T //p  Cpc2.p/ exp¹c1.p/KT º for every T  0:
Proof. Let Y be the unique solution of the equation
Y.t/ D K
Z t
0
Y .u/ duCM.t/C C:
Clearly, Y.t/  Z.t/ for all t  0 and therefore it suffices to prove the claim for
Y instead of Z. Let a WD inf¹t  0 W Y.t/  aº. Like in the proof of Lemma 5.1,
we obtain for ˇ 2 .0; 1/ and b > a  C
P
°
b   a  ˇ
K
ˇˇˇ
Fa
±
 aC ˇb
b
on ¹a <1º: (5.4)
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For T > 0, m 2 N,  > .1   ˇ/ 1 we get
P¹Y .T /  mC º D P¹mC  T º D P
° mX
iD1
 iC    i 1C  T
±
:
By (5.4), the last sum is stochastically larger than ˇ=K times a binomial variable
V with parameters m and ˛ WD 1  1

  ˇ. Therefore, for  > 0 and N WD dKT
ˇ
e
we get
P¹Y .T /  mC º  P¹V  N º D P¹e V  e N º:
Applying Markov’s inequality, representing V as a sum of m independent Ber-
noulli(˛) variables and optimizing over  > 0 as usual, we obtain for m 
dN
˛
e DW m0
P¹Y .T /  mC º  exp
°
.m  N/ log m
m  N C .m  N/ log.1   ˛/
C N log˛ CN log m
N
±
:
Assume that p log  C log.1   ˛/ < 0 (which requires p < 1 since 1   ˛ D
1

C ˇ > 1

) and fix q > 0 such that p log  C log.1   ˛/C q 1 < 0. Then
EY .T /p D
Z 1
0
P¹Y .T /  s1=pº ds
 m0pCp C
1X
mDm0
Cppm.   1/ exp
°
.m  N/ log m
m  N
C .m  N/ log.1   ˛/CN log˛ CN log m
N
±
 m0pCp C Cp.   1/ exp
°
N log
˛q
1   ˛
±

1X
mDm0
exp
®
m.p log  C log.1   ˛/C q 1/¯
D Cp

m0p C .   1/ exp
°
N log
˛q
1   ˛
±
 exp¹m0.p log  C log.1   ˛/C q
 1/º
1   exp¹p log  C log.1   ˛/C q 1º

;
where we used the inequalities
log.1C x/  x  for x D N
m N

and
log x  log q C q 1.x   q/  for x D m
N

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in the last “”. Observing that
m0 
kT
ˇ
C 1
 1
˛
C 1 and N  KT
ˇ
C 1;
the claim follows.
Remark 5.3. It is clear that the previous lemma does not hold for p > 1: just
consider a scalar geometric Brownian motion starting with C . Its pth moment for
p > 1 at time 1 (say) is unbounded with respect to the volatility  . We don’t know
whether the lemma holds true for p D 1 but we conjecture that it doesn’t.
Lemma 5.4. LetZ be an adapted non-negative stochastic process with continuous
paths defined on Œ0;1/ which satisfies the inequality
Z.t/  K
Z t
0
Z.u/ duCM.t/CH.t/;
where K > 0, M is a continuous local martingale with M.0/ D 0, and H is
an adapted process with continuous paths satisfying H.0/ D 0. Then, for each
0 < p < 1 and ˛ > 1Cp
1 p , there exist constants c3; c4 depending on p; ˛ only such
that
E.Z.T //p  c3 exp¹c4KT º.EH.T /˛/p=˛ for every T  0:
Proof. Fix T > 0 and for i 2 N let Xi be the unique solution of
Xi .t/ D K
Z t
0
Xi .u/ duCM.t/C i:
Hence, Z  Xi on Œ0; T  i where
i WD
®
! W sup
0tT
H.t/  i¯:
Let s 2 . 1
1 p ;
˛
1Cp / and let r > 1 be defined by r 1 C s 1 D 1. Then pr < 1
and Lemma 5.2 and Hölder’s inequality imply
E.Z.T //p 
1X
iD1
E
 
.Xi .T //p1ini 1


1X
iD1
.E.Xi .T //pr/1=rP¹i ni 1º1=s
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
1X
iD1
ipc2.pr/
1=r exp¹KTc1.pr/=rºP¹H.T /  i   1º1=s
 exp¹KTc1.pr/=rºc2.pr/1=r


.EH.T /˛/1=s
1X
iD2
ip.i   1/ ˛=s C 1

;
where we used Markov’s inequality in the last step.
For each  > 0, the inequality in the assumption of the lemma remains true if
H; M; and Z are multiplied by . Therefore, the inequality
E.Z.T //p  exp¹KTc1.pr/=rºc2.pr/1=r



˛
s
 p.EH.T /˛/1=s
1X
iD2
ip.i   1/ ˛=s C  p

follows. Optimizing the right hand side over  > 0 yields the assertion of the
lemma.
Lemma 5.5 (S. Dereich). For m; d 2 N, ˛ 2 .0; 1
2
/ and t0 > 0 there exist some
universal strictly positive constants ci D ci .d;m; ˛; t0/, i D 1; 2; 3, such that for
Z.t/ D .t;W.t// 2 RmC1 with an Rm-valued Brownian motion W
P
Z ./

F dZ

˛IŒ;  u

 c1e c2u2=v2T
for
u
v.T C T 1 ˛/  c3; T  t0
for any pair    of finite .Ft /-stopping times with      T and any .Ft /-
predictable R  Rdm-valued process .F.t// satisfying sups2Œ; jjjF.s/jjj  v
P -almost surely.
Proof. It suffices to treat the case when  D 0 and m D d D 1, where we have to
deal with real-valued semimartingales of the form
t 7!
Z t
0
F.s/ ds DW A.t/ or t 7!
Z t
0
F.s/ dW.s/ DWM.t/
with integrands satisfying sups2Œ0;T  jF.s/j  v almost surely. The first case is
easy: the map t 7! A.t/ is Lipschitz with constant (at most) v and therefore
kA./k˛IŒ0;  v .T C T 1 ˛/ almost surely, so the claim follows in this case. Let
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us consider M . The Gaussian isoperimetric inequality, cf. e.g. [2, Section 4.3],
implies the existence of some universal positive constants ki D ki .˛/; i D 1; 2
such that
P
 W./
˛IŒ0;1  u
  k1e k2u2 for u  0:
We choose an independent Brownian motion W 0 and let
F 0.s/ D
q
v2   F 2.s/:
Then both processes
t 7! B.j /.t/ D
Z t
0
F.s/ dW.s/   . 1/j
Z t
0
F 0.s/ dW 0.s/; j D 1; 2;
have the same distribution as t 7! vW.t/. From
B.1/.t/C B.2/.t/ D 2
Z t
0
F.s/ dW.s/
and the triangle inequality in C ˛ one gets
P
Z ./
0
F.s/ dW.s/

˛IŒ0;  u

 2P vW./
˛IŒ0;T   u

 2P
W./
˛IŒ0;1 
u
v
p
T .T  ˛ _ 1/

 2k1 exp
°
 k2 u
2
v2T .T  ˛ _ 1/2
±
;
which yields the claim of the lemma.
Remark. Alternatively, the previous lemma can be proved using the fact that each
continuous local martingale starting at 0 can be represented as a time-changed
Brownian motion.
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